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[Object] To provide an idling wheel support structure, in

which abraded parts can be easily adjusted even when its
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track frame is box-shaped.

[Constitution] An idling wheel support structure, in

which an idling wheel axle 1 of a tracked vehicle is held

by left and right supports 2, 3 and slidably moved back

and forth within track frames 4 having a box-shaped

section, comprising

:

presser members 7, 8 that have first slopes 5, 6

formed on sides of the left and right supports 2/ 3 and

second slopes 9, 10 formed above and facing the first

slopes 5, 6; and

brackets 11 that hold the presser members 7, 8

insides the track frames 4,

wherein adjusting shims 12 are inserted between the

presser members 7, 8 and the brackets 11 to maintain

proper gaps s across the first slopes 5, 6 and the second

slopes 9/ 10.

[Advantage] The gaps produced by abrasion between the

first slopes and the second slopes can be adjusted with

shims only by removing caterpillar tracks, therefore the

maintainability is improved and thereby the operating

efficiency can be raised.

[Claims]

[Claim 1]

An idling wheel support structure, in which an

2
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idling wheel axle of a tracked vehicle is held by left and

right supports and slidably moved back and forth within

track frames having a box-shaped section, comprising:

presser members that have first slopes formed on

sides of the left and right supports and second slopes

formed above and facing the first slopes; and

brackets that hold the presser members inside the

track frames

/

wherein adjusting shims are inserted between the

presser members and the brackets to maintain proper gaps

across the first slopes and the second slopes.

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Fig. 1] An explanatory diagram of a half section

viewed from the front of an example of the idling wheel

support structure according to the present invention

.

(Fig. 2] An explanatory diagram of a side view of

principal parts of Fig. 1.

[Fig. 3] An explanatory diagram showing a perspective

view of a cover of Fig. 2.

[Fig. 43 An explanatory diagram of a section viewed

from the front of the second example of the idling wheel

support structure according to Claim 1 of the present

invention.

[Fig. 5] Explanatory diagrams of the other examples

3
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showing the arrangements of first slopes and second slopes,

in which: Fig. 5(a) showing the case where the insides of

slopes are made higher, while Fig. 5(b) showing the case

where the outsides of slopes are made higher

.

[Fig, 6] An explanatory diagram showing a plan view of

a conventional idling wheel support structure.

[Fig. 7] An explanatory diagram of a side view of

principal parts of Fig. 6-

[Fig. 8] An explanatory diagram of a section viewed

from the rear of Fig^ 7.

[Fig. 9] A sectional view seen from the rear of the

conventional idling wheel support structure, in the case

where the track frame is not box-type

.

[Description of Reference Numerals]

1 Idling wheel axle

2 Support (left)

3 Support (right)

4 Track frame

5, 6, 23, 25, 27 First slope;

If 8 Presser member;

9, 10/ 24, 26, 28 Second slope

11 Bracket

12 Adjusting shim

s Proper gap

4
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[Detailed description of the invention]

[0001]

[Industrial field of application]

The present invention relates to an idling wheel

support structure of construction equipment that moves on

caterpillar tracks, and especially, to an idling wheel

support structure which enables the single point

adjustment of the abrasion gaps owing to sliding friction.

[0002]

[Prior art]

In the support structure of conventionally used

idling wheel, as shown in Figs» 6-8, a support 34 having a

yolce-shaped portion on the side for supporting both the

ends of axle 33 of the idling wheel 32 is disposed in

front of the box-shaped track frame 31, which is formed in

the suspension system of a power shovel etc*, and the

other side of the support 34 is made as a rod-shaped

grease cylinder shaft 35 with a spring 36 attached to its

tip portion and held by the track frame 31, so that the

support 34 is protected by a shock absorbing action of the

spring 36, In this case, the upper and lower faces 37, 38

of the yoke-shaped portion, which receive a load from the

up-and-down, can slide on corresponding upper and lower

faces 40, 41 of angled members 39 formed by welding

longitudinally to four corners of the box-shaped track

5
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frame 31, while a load from the left-and-right is received

by the lateral faces on the step portions 42^ 43 formed on

the yoke-shaped portions of the support 34 and on the

members 39 of the track frame 31. A thrust load (Y-

direction) from below the idling wheel 32 is received by

both sides of upper faces 37 of the supports 34 and the

lower faces 40a of the upper portion 4 0 on the members 39

of the. track frame 31, while an impact load (X-direction)

from the front is absorbed by the idling wheel 32 with

compressing the spring 36 etc- through the support 34.

Also a load due to biting the sand and stone into the gap

between the caterpillar track 44 and the idling wheel 32

or between the road wheels 45 causes the impact load

similar to the impact load from the front, and similarly

absorbed by the idling wheel 32.

[0003]

[Problems that the invention is to solve]

Although, when such a load is received, the upper

and lower faces 37, 38 of the support 34 slide on the

upper and lower members 39 of the track frames 31, as

described before, within a range 39, 39 (by f forwardly

and e backwardly) , in the case of a lateral load (Z-

direction) as when the vehicle turns, the lateral load to

the idling wheel 32 is received by the side faces 42/ 43

of the support 34 and the side faces of the member 39 of

6
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the track frame 31. Those loads are combined into a

composite load in X, Y and Z directions to abrade the

load-receiving members and the sliding members • Under

such conditions/ if the bearing 4 6 of the idling wheel

axle 33 were exposed outside the track frame 47 as shown

in Fig. 9, the abraded parts could be repaired with shims

48 and replaceable parts 49. On the other hand^ such an

exposed structure would cause a drawback that the abrasion

due to deposited sands increases. Accordingly, the type

of structure as shown in Figs. 6-8 is commonly used at the

present. That is, in this type, since the track frame 31

is box-shaped and contains the idling wheel 32, the

support 34 with yoke-portion, shock-absorbing means 36

such as spring, etc. therein, sands are not deposited in

the sliding parts, therefore the abrasion occurs less than

in the case of the type as shown in Fig. 9 and this

structure can be manufactured at low price. However, it

has a drawback that repair and adjustment for abrasion

cannot be easily made because of being box-shaped- Thus,

in the box-shaped type, it has been required, when the

yoke-shaped idler axle parts are worn away, to disassemble

the caterpillar track, the idling wheel, etc. on a large

scale, before replacing the axle parts with new parts, or

to weld new steel members on the flat portions of upper

and lower four corners inside the track frame for

7
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repairing.

[0004]

The present invention has been made in view of those

drawbacks and is directed to solve the drawbacks of the

prior art by providing an idling wheel support structure

in which the abraded parts can be easily adjusted even in

the case of box-shaped track frame.

[0005]

[Means for solving the problems]

In order to achieve the above-stated object^ the

present invention is an idling wheel support structure/ in

which an idling wheel axle of a tracked vehicle is held by

left and right supports and slidably moved back and forth

within track frames having a box-shaped section/

comprising: presser members that have first slopes formed

on sides of the left and right supports and second slopes

formed above and facing the first slopes; and brackets

that hold the presser members inside the track frames,

wherein adjusting shims are inserted between the presser

members and the brackets to maintain proper gaps across

the first slopes and the second slopes.

[0006]

[Operation]

According to the above constitution, when the first

slope of the support and the second slope of the presser

8
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member have been worn away by abrasion, and the clearance

between the first slope and the second slope is beyond a

proper value, it can be easily repaired by adjusting shims.

10007]

[Example]

Fig. 1 is a frontal sectional view showing an

example of the idling wheel support structure according to

the present invention; Fig. 2 is a side view of Fig. 1;

Fig. 3 is a perspective view of a cover of Fig. 2; Fig, 4

is a frontal sectional view showing a second example of

Fig. 1; and Fig. 5 are diagrams of the other examples

showing only the arrangements of first slopes and second

slopes, in which: Fig. 5 (a) being a frontal view when the

insides of first and second slopes are made higher, while

Fig. 5(b) being a frontal view when the outsides of first

and second slopes are made higher.

[0008]

Hereinafter, the present invention will be described

with referring to an example shown in Figs. 1-3. The

idling wheel support structure according to the present

invention is an idling wheel support structure, in which

an idling wheel axle 1 of a tracked vehicle is held by

left and right supports 2, 3 and slidably moved back and

forth within track frames 4 having a box-shaped section,

comprising: presser members 7, 8 that have first slopes 5,

9
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6 formed on sides of the left and right supports 2f 3 and

second slopes 9, 10 formed above and facing the first

slopes 5, 6; and brackets 11 that hold the presser members

1, 8 inside the track frames 4, wherein adjusting shims 12

are inserted between the presser members 1, 8 and the

brackets 11 to maintain proper gaps s across the first

slopes 5, 6 and the second slopes 9, 10.

[0009]

Around the idling wheel axle If an idling wheel 13

is rotatably joined through the bushing 14, and to both

left and right ends of the axle 1, supports 2, 3 are

attached. At the center of the idling wheel axle 1, a

lubricator hole la is formed^ to which holes lb are

connected at right angles, the holes lb leading to a

floating seal 15 which is formed between the left and

right sides of the idling wheel 13 and the supports 2, 3

facing both sides of the idling wheel 13, respectively

-

Furthermore r an oil sump 16 is formed in the boss part of

the idling wheel 13, to which holes 17 leading to the

floating seal 15 are connected. The idling wheel axle 1

and the supports 2, 3 are prevented from revolution by a

bolt 18 with a screw thread at one end and tapered to the

other end, the bolt penetrating through the support 2 from

a hole at one side, and the tip end of the bolt 18 is held

with a nut 19, so that the idling wheel axle 1 and the

10
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supports If 3 can slide back and forth as one body on the

upper faces of the track frame 4. Outside the supports 2,

3, mountain-shaped sloping faces are formed with the

ridges pointed to the front and the rear, to which first

slopes 5, 6 composed of abrasion plates having slopes

facing left and right are fixed into one body by welding

etc- To the track frames 4^ brackets 11 bent at right

angles are welded with the horizontal parts pointed inside

-

Presser members 7, 8 include attaching planes Va, 8a on

the upper faces of the horizontal parts of the brackets 11,

and second slopes 9, 10 composed of abrasion plates having

slopes fitting to the slopes 5^. 6 at the lower parts hung

down from the attaching planes 7a, 8a. Accordingly, at

the center on upper faces of the brackets 11, notches are

formed for avoiding the presser members 7, 8* Furthermore,

on the top portions of the brackets 11, box- shaped covers

20 having a triangular section are disposed for preventing

the sands etc. from entering the inside through the

brackets 11 provided on the track frame 4. The bracket 11

is fastened to the presser members 7, 8 with four bolts 21

with adjusting shims 12 inserted • At that time, two inner

bolts among the four bolts 21 are fastened inside a track

frame 4 irrespective of the cover 20, while two outer

bolts are fastened together with the cover 20 through

holes formed in recessed parts of the covers 20, with the

11
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bolt heads exposed outside the track frame 4* In this

case/ the first slopes 5, 6 and the second slopes 9, 10

are attached with inserting respective adjusting shims 12,

so that the proper gaps s can be always maintained between

them,

[0010]

Next, the operation will be described- when the

idling wheel 13 received a thrust load from below, the

first slopes 5 and 6 come in contact with the second

slopes 9 and 10, respectively. If this contact is

repeated, the slopes are worn away. Also when a lateral

load is received by turning etc. of the vehicle, the first

slopes 5 and 6 come in contact with the second slopes 9

and 10, similarly to the above, although the received

forces are more or less different among the slopes. Also

when this contact is repeated, the slopes are worn away.

Further when an impact load from the front is received,

the idling wheel axle 1 moves back relative to the track

frames 4 and the impact load is relaxed by compressing a

not shown spring. Also in that case, the first slopes 5,

6 move relative to the second slopes 9, 10. Those loads

effect as a combined load, however, and the gaps s between

the first and second slopes get larger by abrasion- In

the case when the unsteadiness of the idling wheel 13 in

the up-and-down and left-and-right directions increases as

12
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described above^ the gap expanded by abrasion can be

always held in normal value, by removing the cover 20 from

the track frame 4, picking an adjusting shim 12 from the

multiple shims 12 everytime adjustment is made, and

tightening them with the bolt 21-

[0011]

Fig. 4 shows the second example according to the

present invention, in which the parts common with those in

Fig. 1 are indicated by the common reference symbols with

description thereof omitted, but only different parts will

be described. Fig. 4 is different from Fig. 1 in a point

that the first slope 23 and the second slope 24 on left

side are formed to be valley-shaped sloping faces, while

the first slope 6 and the second slope 10 on right side

are formed to be mountain-shaped sloping faces similarly

to Fig. 1, This structure has exactly the same advantage

as that of Fig. 1. Accordingly, the first slope 5 and the

second slope 9 on left side may be formed to be mountain-

shaped sloping faces similarly to Fig. 1, while the first

and second slopes on right side may be formed to be

valley-shaped sloping faces, or may be also formed to be

the same valley-shape sloping faces as the slopes on left

side in Fig. 4.

[0012]

Fig. 5 are the other examples according to the

13
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present invention, which show only the first and second

slopes arranged symmetrically about the idling wheel 13,

with all the other components omitted- Both in those

examples, the mountain-shaped or ^valley-shaped sloping

faces have been replaced with single slopes, namely: Fig.

5(a) showing a case where the insides of first slope 25

and the second slope 26 are made higher, while Fig. 5(b)

showing the case where the outsides of the first slope 27

and the second slope 28 are made higher. Also those

structures have the same advantage as in the case of Fig.

1-

[0013]

[Advantage of the invention]

Since the present invention described heretofore is

an idling wheel support structure, in which an idling

wheel axle of a tracked vehicle is held by left and right

supports and slidably moved back and forth within track

frames having a box-shaped section, comprising: presser

members that have first slopes formed on sides of the left

and right supports and second slopes formed above and

facing the first slopes; and brackets that hold the

presser members inside the track frames, wherein adjusting

shims are inserted between the presser members and the

brackets to maintain proper gaps across the first slopes

and the second slopes, the gaps between the first slopes

14
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and the second slopes by abrasion can be adjusted only

with adjusting shims, without removing the caterpillar

tracks/ therefore the maintainability is improved and

thereby the operating efficiency can be raised.
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